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A NOTE ON TRANSFORMS OF SUBSPACES

OF HILBERT SPACE

W. E. LONGSTAFF

Abstract. The transform of a family 9 of (closed linear) subspaces of a

Hilbert space H by an invertible (bounded, linear) operator S on H is the

family of subspaces (SM: M e f}. It is shown that the set of projections

{PSm: M e 'S} is closed in the uniform (respectively, strong, weak) opera-

tor topology if and only if the set of projections (PM: M €. &} is uniformly

(respectively, strongly, weakly) closed. This answers affirmatively a question

raised by K. J. Harrison.

1. Preliminaries. Let B(H) denote the set of all (bounded linear) operators

acting on the complex Hilbert space H. For any (closed linear) subspace M of

H let PM denote the (orthogonal) projection with range M. If S E B(H) is

invertible, let S M be the subspace {Sx: x E M). For any family 3F of

subspaces of H the transform of S by S is the family of subspaces {SM:

M E S). The family S is called uniformly (respectively, strongly, weakly)

closed if the family of projections {PM: M E <?} is closed in the uniform

(respectively, strong, weak) operator topology. K. J. Harrison [1] asked if the

transform of a strongly closed family of subspaces is strongly closed. It is

shown that the answer is affirmative and remains so if 'strongly' is replaced

by 'uniformly' or 'weakly'. The author thanks Dr. Harrison for his comments.

2. Results. The key to the proof of the above results is the following.

Lemma. If S E B(H) is invertible and M C H is a subspace, the operator

TM = 1 + SPM(S* - S~x) is invertible with inverse 1 - PSM + PSMS*~lS~x.

Moreover, PSM = T¿¡ lSPMS* and

||tV||< l+us'-'s-'ii.

Proof. Let x E Hbe arbitrary and let v = PSMx. Then

x-yEHGSM= S*-X(H Q M )

so S*(x - y)E H 0 M. Hence PMS*x = PMS*y. Also, 5"V E M so

v = SPMS-[y = -SPM(S* - S'x)y + SPMS*x.

Thus

[1 + SPM(S* - S-X)]y = TMPSMx = SPMS*x.
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Since x was arbitrary, TMPSM = SPMS*. It follows immediately that

TM[l - Psu + PSMS*-XS-1] = I.

Clearly PSMSPM = SPM and PSM = SPMS~XPSM. Taking adjoints of the

latter gives PSM = PSMS*~lPMS*. Hence

SA/°       rM¿       ~  rSM'i       &

Then

[\ - Psm + PsmS*1S-x]Tm

= 1 + SPMS* - SPMS-X - PSM - SPMS* + spms-x

"*■ Psm$    S    + PSM — P$mS    S

= 1

and the results follow.

Theorem. IJ ty is a Jamily oj subspaces of H and § is the transjorm of ty by

the invertible operator S G B(H) then § is uniformly (respectively, strongly,

weakly) closed if and only if ty is uniformly (respectively, strongly, weakly)

closed.

Proof. Since ty is the transform of § by S~x we need only show that ty

uniformly (respectively, strongly, weakly) closed implies that § is uniformly

(respectively, strongly, weakly) closed.

To establish the 'uniform' (respectively, 'strong') case, it suffices to show

that if a net of projections [PM } converges uniformly (respectively, strongly)

to the (necessarily a projection) operator PM, then the net [PSM } converges

uniformly (respectively, strongly) to the projection PSM. By the lemma,

Psm. = TM\SPMaS*   where F^ = 1 + SPMa(S* - S~x),

Psm = T¿SPMS*   where TM = 1 + SPM(S* - S~x),

and || F^|| < 1 + HS*-^"1!! for every a.

Let PMa -» PM uniformly (respectively, strongly). Clearly TM -» TM uni-

formly (respectively, strongly). From the identity

T„l-T£-T£(TUm-TM)Tï*

and the fact that {HF^'H} is bounded it follows that T^x -> T^x uniformly

(respectively, strongly). It is now a simple exercise to show that PSM -> PSM

uniformly (respectively, strongly).

The 'weak' case is obtained from the 'strong' case and the compactness of

the unit ball BX(H) of B(H) in the weak operator topology as follows. If

{Psu } is a net converging weakly to the operator E G B(H) and Ma G ty

for every a, then by weak compactness of BX(H) the net [PM } has a subnet

which converges weakly to an operator F G BX(H). Since ty is weakly closed,

F = PM with M G ty. This subnet then converges strongly to Pu and so PSM
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is the strong limit of a subnet of {PSmJ- But this subnet converges weakly to

E so E = PSM. Hence § is weakly closed.

The proof of the theorem is complete.
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